GUIDE TO THE STUDY OF INTELLIGENCE

My Perspective on Intelligence Support of Foreign Policy

by Carl Ford

The key to providing intelligence support to our foreign policymakers is delivering timely, relevant, and persuasive information. Sounds simple. Especially as we devote so many billions of dollars to the Intelligence Community (IC). In practice, however, the job of foreign intelligence analysts writing for the President’s Daily Brief (PDB) and other assessments for senior officials is anything but straightforward. Foreign policy focused analysts must contend with a collection system geared primarily to military issues that produces little new information germane to the immediate requirements of policymakers including the President. Instead, reporters of current intelligence related to foreign policy matters depend largely for their insights on open sources, a few well-placed human assets, a smattering of signals intelligence, and bits and pieces of imagery. For the foreign policy focused analyst, squeezing as much as possible out of an imperfect collection system becomes the true measure of success.

Most of the intelligence budget goes to supporting the Defense Department and its combatant commands. This is not to suggest that foreign policy concerns are less important than military interests. The information the collection systems produce is often extremely detailed and designed specifically for military support purposes, not civilian foreign policy officials in Washington. As a result, most of the raw material available for foreign policy focused analysts is derivative and not specifically collected to support foreign policy.

The US’s intelligence collection system has its own style, its own rhythm, and policymakers’ priorities are not necessarily at the top of the list. The ability to target the vast collection system in a laser-like manner on a specific foreign policy related requirement is extremely limited. It is more appropriate to think of these systems in terms of having built a giant baseball catcher’s mitt. One can point it where one thinks information may come from, but one has little control over when the balls are thrown and their exact direction of flight. As a result, we miss far more than we catch, and the timing of what we do catch rarely coincides with the publication schedule of the PDB.

The scatter-shot nature of intelligence collection also makes it easy for analysts to fall into the “connecting the dots” fallacy. Just because one has a dot does not mean it is, or can be, connected to other dots. It is the same story with the best human source reporting. It rarely, if ever, provides a complete picture. Sources are human. They make mistakes and are plagued with biases. The same is true for communications intercepts. Since when can a couple of telephone conversations and a few dozen e-mails be enough to tell much about someone, or what they stand for? This goes as well for overhead imagery. Although the US possesses the world’s most capable system for collecting intelligence it doesn’t give analysts x-ray vision or an ability to see what someone is thinking.

It does not help that intelligence managers are prone to define success in terms of speed; the time it takes for a piece of newly collected information to reach a senior official. In order to speed up this process, very sensitive “eyes only” information is sometimes sent directly from collectors to the senior policy-makers, leaving all-source intelligence analysts out of the loop. The item might be important, but it also might be misleading or completely wrong. As if that were not enough, relevance, in the managers’ minds, is often simply that the information is classified and comes from the IC.

This leads many managers in the IC to believe that policymakers consider the news delivered by the IC their highest priority, and the analysts’ most important contribution. When, in fact, from my experience, it demonstrates how little contact most intelligence officers have with policymakers. Of course, news of fast breaking events or new situations interests senior policymakers, including the President, but it is not all they want or need. Indeed, I do not think I have ever met a policymaker who was satisfied with the intelligence they were receiving — just the opposite. They complain loudly, especially when they think there are no intelligence officers around. The IC’s overreliance on producing “news” only exacerbates the problem.
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INR’s Scheduled-based Reporting

At the Department of State, analysts in the Bureau for Intelligence & Research (INR) attempt to take these factors into consideration by building their approach around the policymakers’ schedule — not the collection cycle. INR has been, and always will be, a current events reporting agency, if only because of its small size — 150 or so analysts. Basic, long-term, and directed research is beyond its means. Only CIA and DIA have the manpower resources necessary for this sort of heavy lifting. What INR was designed for, however, it does very well. Historically, its analysts have stayed focused on a region or issue much longer than those in other analytic offices, and the venerable INR Daily Brief they produce is widely admired for its style and substance. The people in INR are truly a national treasure; their level of expertise is something for other organizations to match.

During my time at INR, I was fortunate to work for Secretary Colin Powell. He appreciated the value of intelligence and emphasized his support for INR to his top policy advisors. His instructions to me were clear. He looked to INR for more than the news. High on his list was the expectation that INR would provide more detailed answers to his most pressing concerns, usually a mirror image of the President’s priorities. He also wanted to know when INR’s views differed from those of other agencies, and, given his military background, he expressed a preference for us including a bit more from the military side of things in his daily briefing package.

From my perspective as Director of INR, I could see that the Secretary already received more intelligence every day than he or any other top official could plow through in six weeks. It came in the form of the PDB, regular contact with senior US and foreign officials, INR’s Daily Brief, and a fair amount of sensitive “eyes only” material from the National Security Agency (NSA). In addition, he regularly read news directly from the Internet, received an oral briefing from INR at each morning’s staff meeting, and received updates throughout the day from his senior policy officers. In short, he did not lack for news. It was clear to me that much of the material he received was duplicative and infringed on the little time he had to think.

Instead of always trying to match the PDB’s coverage, INR emphasized topics especially relevant to the Secretary. If another agency’s product was as good, or better, than what we could provide on a current event, it was added to our own material sent to the Secretary. In cases where INR held a different opinion, we explained why and how in a note. We continued to supply INR’s Daily Brief, and added a copy of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs’ morning briefing courtesy of DIA’s representative to INR.

For INR, scheduled-based reporting meant determining which questions to ask and making time for the answers needing the most attention. In both cases better planning was key. The deputy assistants took responsibility for mapping out the Secretary’s schedule as best they could, and, whenever possible, sought advance notice of the President’s upcoming events. At the same time, each INR office provided a list of priority questions they anticipated in their area of expertise. They also looked for opportunities to deliver their products at times that would maximize their relevance. This was especially important for matters not regularly making the headlines.

Managing such an approach required knowing a good deal about the policymaker’s priorities and schedule. This type of information, admittedly, was not always easy to obtain. It started with INR taking the initiative to reach out to individual policymakers throughout the Department of State each morning to provide a personalized intelligence briefing, and following up as necessary throughout the day. The policymaker’s priorities — what was on the schedule — were addressed first, followed by new developments in their area of interest. INR’s and the IC’s full range of products was always available for the policymakers who liked to keep up with events outside of their immediate area of responsibility.

For the briefer, it was an opportunity to develop a face-to-face relationship with a policymaker and for gaining insights into priorities and upcoming events. INR analysts were instructed to leave policy formulation to the policymakers and concentrate on identifying the key questions — the things policymakers do not have the time or knowledge to do themselves. It is the policymakers’ job to decide on the policy direction to take, and ideally the IC’s analytical expertise helps them understand the problems and challenges they will face. When an analyst strays off course into recommending policy choices, however, his or her relevance and acceptance by policymakers suffers.

Adopting a schedule-based system requires more work. In-depth assessments are much harder to produce than reporting the news and do not lend
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themselves to the short timelines of the PDB and other daily reporting. Producing quality analyses takes time. Unless one can anticipate important questions sufficiently in advance, analysts do not have time to prepare a proper and useful answer. Thinking ahead is key.

Sometimes the valuable input to the policymaker can be as simple as preparing information in advance about the size and frequency of past anti-America demonstrations in the Middle East. This helps put new events into perspective as they happen. During the run up to the Iraq War, senior officials were particularly interested in the “Arab Street’s” reaction to US policy. Instead of just reporting an anti-American demonstration had happened somewhere in the region, INR wanted to provide a more useful answer. It asked: Was the event a regular occurrence or was it about average? Was it larger, or smaller in size, and what had prompted the event— Iraq, the Israel-Palestinian issue, or other complaints? In one instance, the lead article in most current reporting from the Intelligence Community highlighted increased opposition in the region to the US policy on Iraq. The reports were based on evidence from two separate demonstrations. It turned out in both instances that the size of each demonstration was well below average levels for those cities. One of the demonstrations was focused on US support for Israel; the other on a local issue unrelated to anti-American activities. Judging strong opposition to US Iraq policy was a reasonable “guess” at the time, but using the demonstrations cited as evidence, was sloppy and wrong.

Another example of focused INR analysis involved a trip to Russia by the President and the Secretary of State. A senior INR Russia analyst, learning of the trip, took the initiative to call on the services of a colleague outside INR for help. His friend, a Foreign Service Officer (FSO), had worked almost daily with the then more junior Vladimir Putin while both were stationed in St. Petersburg. Thinking that the FSO’s recollections and impressions would help him in preparing for the upcoming trip, INR’s analyst asked his friend to jot down his experiences on paper. He agreed. A few weeks later a lengthy report arrived, all 50 or 60 pages of it, so well written that we decided to send the entire manuscript to the Secretary, adding only a note from INR summarizing the paper’s findings. It turned out the Secretary read the entire paper, not just the summary, and he decided to take the report with him on the trip. At some point, he shared the report with the President. The President’s notes in the margin suggested he read most, if not all of the paper on the airplane. Moreover, the President’s asking the Secretary to pass on his thanks to the author suggests he liked what he read. “Atta boys” are rare in the intelligence business, making this one all the more special. For the report writer, my Russian analyst, and the entire Bureau, it was an unexpected, but gratefully accepted compliment.

That occurrence argues against the conventional wisdom in the IC that senior officials do not have time to read long, detailed pieces, and that it is better to provide them with just the highlights. True, we mostly send summaries to our consumers, but not necessarily because that is what they want from us. I have found that when policymakers are preoccupied with an issue, they are eager to receive anything we can give them. They read more, get quickly up to speed on what current reporting has to offer, and cast about for more details. Continuing to offer up short, summary articles leaves them frustrated and unsatisfied.

What policymakers are looking for most is “good” intelligence, meaning intelligence that is timely and relevant to their top priority of the moment. Short and sweet may suffice in the early stages of a policy challenge, but as a problem wears on, the policymaker’s requirements evolve. Details become more important. They start asking questions, wanting more in-depth answers. Opinions, even those of the IC’s experts, are not what they expect to hear. Once they become engaged fully in an issue, only new evidence and the rationale for the conclusion suffices.

Even then, analysis may only serve to force them to question their own views, not buy another’s ideas hook, line, and sinker. Actually influencing a policymaker’s views — the intelligence officer’s Holy Grail — depends almost entirely on the strength of the evidence. Even if one is the world’s expert on a topic, don’t expect the policymaker to take your word for it. Information is not useful intelligence until the policymaker is persuaded it makes sense.

Much of the persuasion must be done on paper, making the job all that much harder. Policymaker’s face-to-face interactions with intelligence officers are usually brief, and often the information is presented by non-experts. A better approach, but difficult to implement, is giving the policymaker direct contact with analysts.

Deputy Secretary of State, Richard Armitage, was a good example of a policymaker who has learned the value of the face-to-face format. Knowing he had been tasked by the President to deliver an important message to a foreign leader, I once suggested he meet with INR analysts before his departure. Even though his trip was only days away he agreed to a short meet-
ing (fifteen minutes) with the analysts, working the session into an already jam-packed schedule. I chose five or six true experts from various INR offices. The lead briefer, a political analyst considered by his peers to be a world-class expert, had met with the foreign leader on several occasions; rounding out the team were experienced analysts in military affairs, economic issues, nuclear weapons, and terrorism. Each was given a brief opportunity to introduce themselves and to share their expertise.

Secretary Armitage then began the back-and-forth with a question; followed by INR’s responses; and then by a number of follow up questions. The session lasted almost an hour (despite repeated attempts by his administrative assistant to end it). Not long after he returned from his trip, he asked me to bring the team back for a debrief. Armitage included a summary of his mission, what information from the analysts had been most useful, and his personal assessment of the foreign leader. Although this sort of debrief is not always possible, the experience was an especially rewarding for the analysts. Ideally, this should be the norm, not the exception.

I believe INR’s scheduled-based reporting — focusing on the policymaker’s top priorities and daily schedule not just the daily collection intake – has paid dividends. The INR analysts’ work was more relevant to the work of the Department, without sacrificing the news cycle or becoming its slave. The guiding philosophy was to satisfy what the Secretary and those supporting him most needed each day, not just focusing on the policymaker’s top priorities and daily norm, not the exception.


CIA, The Center for the Study of Intelligence, is also the best source for studying the policymakers’ perspective on intelligence:
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